
STANDARD FORMAT OR CUSTOMIZED

WE ARE YOUR EXPERT FOR

ADHESIVE TAPES

PROTECTIVE FILMS
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»For 20 years we are your reliable partner for  
adhesive tapes, protective ilms and mold stamping«. 



COMPANY

As an authorized sales partner and converter of Nitto, Novacel, 3M, Scapa and tesa products, we 

are your expert for choosing the right product and in the processing of adhesive tapes and protec-

tive ilms. By our extensive consulting, own production and warehousing in four different locations 

in Germany and Austria we handle your requests individually. With over 50 employees and a well-

sophisticated logistics network we ensure that your delivery is in the right place at the right time.

Fast, lexible and competent
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Stapelfeld (Hamburg)

Lübtheen

Gallin

Germany

Salzburg

Austria

adhesive tapes, protective ilms and mold stamping«. 



QUALITY

We offer adhesive tape and protective ilm solutions which are customized and exactly 

matched with your application. We promise you professional consulting, lexible service, 

short delivery time and fast prototyping. With our modern machinery we constantly 

guarantee high quality and excellent results. The basis for this is our certiication ISO 

9001:2008. Your satisfaction is important to us!

Highest quality with strong partnerships

We are your authorized contact person for:
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»We support you competent and comprehensive - 
from consulting, to order, to delivery.«



»We support you competent and comprehensive - 
from consulting, to order, to delivery.«
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AUTOMOTIVE   |   METAL PROCESSING   |   PRINTING AND PAPER   |   AEROPSPACE   |   

PLASTICS   |   CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY   |   FURNITURE INDUSTRY

Whether single production, batch production or industrial series production: Thanks to

our long-standing experience in different branches, we always ind a solution for your application.
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»We offer customized solutions   
in all sectors!«



MARKETS
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»We offer customized solutions  
in all sectors!«



»Adhesive tapes for industry and trade – we offer   

the complete spectrum of adhesive tape solutions.«
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ADHESIVE TAPES

The application of adhesive tapes are highly versatile and can be found 

in almost all industrial sectors. They vary in adhesive systems, material 

thickness and more speciic characteristics. We are looking forward to 

advising you during your selection process. 
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SINGLE-SIDED

DOUBLE-SIDED

HIGH-PERFORMANCE

PVC

FOAM

SPECIAL



PROTECTIVE FILMS

Adhesive protective ilms are used where high-quality surfaces need temporary 

protection during processing, transportation or storage. We offer you a wide range 

of products from well-known manufacturer for all current surfaces and support you 

with our long-standing experience. 

METALS 

GLASSWARE 

WOOD

PLASTICS

LACQUER

HIGH GLOSS

TEXTILE
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»By proper selection of carrier and adhesive, we ind the optimal 
solution to protect your high-quality surfaces anytime.«
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»By proper selection of carrier and adhesive, we ind the optimal 
solution to protect your high-quality surfaces anytime.«



STAMPING FORMS

The processing of adhesive tapes and protective ilms on our modern stamping machi-

nes open up new chances, excellent precisions and lexibility in geometry and contour. 

Together with you, we create impressive opportunities for your application. 
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ROTATIV 

FLAT

LASERED

PLOTTED

»From the simple glue dot to complex geometry - 
a inished moulded part will also optimize your process!«
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»From the simple glue dot to complex geometry - 
a inished moulded part will also optimize your process!«



PRODUCTION

STAMPING   |   LASERING   |   CUTTING    |   SAWING   |   LAMINATING  |   WINDING 

In our factories in Stapelfeld, Lübtheen and Gallin we manufacture individual sizes and lengths 

according to your speciications. Due to our large and well structured high-bay warehouse, we 

are able to satisfy your speciic requirements - even overnight.  
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»Industry standard is not enough.
We manufacture individual sizes and lenghts according to your
personal speciications.«



»Industry standard is not enough.
We manufacture individual sizes and lenghts according to your
personal speciications.«
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CONTACT

FFT Handelsgesellschaft  

Ph. Schwanbeck GmbH 

Brookstieg 12

22145 Stapelfeld

Tel.: +49 (0)40 675 89 10-0 

Fax: +49 (0)40 675 89 10-11 

info@fft-schwanbeck.de 

www.fft-schwanbeck.de

FFT Tape Solutions GmbH

Schiffmanngasse 29

5020 Salzburg

Austria

Tel.: +43 (0)662 42 41 03

Fax: +43 (0)662 42 41 53

info@fft-tapesolutions.at

www.fft-tapesolutions.at


